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INTRODUCTION
All groups in this paper will be finite. Notation is standard and taken
from Huppert's book [4J and Gorenstein's book [3].
A finite group G is called monomial whenever any irreducible complex
character of G is induced by a linear character of a subgroup of G. It is
a long outstanding problem, what the structure of the minimal non-.M-
groups is. See (6J, [9J, (10J. By definition, a group T is said to be a minimal
non-.M-group if every proper subgroup and every proper homomorphic
image of T is monomial , and if also T itself is not monomial. Since we
can easily dispose of the non-solvable minimal non-.M-groups (viz. by
Thompson's N-group papers ; notice that a monomial group is solvable),
we deal only with solvable non-.M-groups.
Price [6J has shown the following theorem:
THEOREM 1. Let G be a solvable minimal non-M-qrowp. Then. the
following properties hold:
1) G contains a normal extra-special r-subgroup F for some prime r, such
that F/Z(F) is a chief section of G, and such that Z(F) C Z(G). If r= 2,
then F is not dihedral; if rio2, then Exp F =r.
2) There exists a subgroup A of G such that G=Alt'.
3) Either: (IAI, r) = I,
or: r= 2 and A/OdA) is a cyclic 2-group.
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4) O,·(G) = {I}.
5) If A is of odd order then it is of prime order. II
In [10], we have shown:
THEOltEM 2. If in theorem 1 the prime r is congruent to 3 modulo 4,
then A has to be cyclic of odd prime order or cyclic of order 4. II
The corresponding structure of G has been given in [9]. Also we have
proved (see [9]) that the following theorem holds:
THEOREM 3. Let G be a solvable minimal non-ilf-group. The Fitting
subgroup of G is denoted by F(G). Let F be the normal subgroup of G as
defined in theorem 1. Then, if r '¢ 2 (mod 4) , F(G)=P, and if 1' =2, P(G)
can contain F properly. In either case we have F(G) =O YF , where 0 is
a cyclic (possibly trivial) r-group. Moreover F(G)=OG(FjZ(F)) and 0 is
central in G.
Assume that G(F(G) does not contain any normal extra-special p-subgroup
P for odd primes p , distinct from r. Then GjF(G) is one of the following
groups:
1) cyclic of odd prime order,
2) cyclic of order 4.
3) quaternion of order 8,
4) "-' <x, ulx4=uk=l, xux-1 =u-1, k odd prime),
5) dihedral of order 2s, e odd prime.
ilfore precisely, case 2) occurs for r == 3 (mod 4), cases 3) and 4) occur for
r == 1 (mod 4), case 5) occurs for r= 2, and case 1) occurs for any type of r. II
The determination of the corresponding minimal non-ilf-groups has
been carried out in [9] and [10].
The case r = 3 (mod 4) being settled , the purpose of this paper is to
make an almost complete contribution to the case r = 1 (mod 4) , in a
sense to be specified in the text.
In § 1 we deal with a special situation for a group G for which we cal-
culate some complex character theory, to be applied in § 2. It may be
of interest on its own account. In § 2 we come to the main theorem of
this paper, which shows that the theorem 3, mentioned above, is possibly
the whole truth, in the case that we dispose of the extra condition on
GjF(G) . In § 3, we prove a theorem about the order of F , in the case
that 1' = 2.
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§ 1. SOME COMPLEX REPRESENTATION THEORY
Let G be a solvable group. Suppose we have the following situation:
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I) Assume that Gj02(G) is a cyclic 2-group, and let T be a maximal
subgroup of G with index 2 in G.
2) Let 02(G)jX be an (elementary) abelian chief section of G of order pb,
p odd prime, b ;» I .
3) Let G = 0 2(G)<a), where a is an clement of a Sylow 2-subgroup of G.
4) Let Kl ,~cX<a) and define S =K1 n T.
5) Assume that Oz-{X) # {I}.
Then we can make the following picture
a
x Oz·(X) [II
...... .... . .
.Fig.l
(It must bc understood that extremal possibilities are not excluded. The
group T may be equal to 0 2(0) (so that S=X) ; X may be equal to Oz-{X)).
Now assume that the following conditions hold as well :
6) There exists 0 E Irr G such that OJT=1]l + 1]2, where 1]i E Irr T , i= 1,2.
7) 1]iI02(GI E Irr 02(G), i = I, 2.
8) 1]llx is a multiple of the irreducible character C of X ; that is,
1]llx=eC, e ;> I;
Assume also that 1]2Ix=ee, with e E Irr X, C# f.! . Our purpose is to
analyze the characters 01J{1 and Dis under all the conditions I) through 8).
Therefore we state the
THEOREM 1.1. Let G be a solvable group such that the conditions 1)
through 8) are satisfied. Then the following holds:
I) e is an odd positive integer.
2) 0IEI = ~~l CPt, where CPt E Irr K 1, i = I, ... , e.
3) Ols=1]ds +1]2Is = ~-l ai+ ~=l at , the at and at contained in Irr S.
Moreover 1]lls = ~=1 at, 1]2I s = ~-l at, and the indexation can be ar-
ranged such that cpi=af'1=atK1, or otherwise said, 9?t ls=at +at.
4) a1Ix= ... =aelx =C, aTlx= ... = a: /x= f.! .
PROOF. I) By a theorem of Roth, see for instance [8], it is known
that e2 divides the order of 02(G)jX. Hence e is odd.
3) Let a; E Irr S be a constituent of 1]lls . Since 1]1 /X=1]1102(GI/x =
=1]ll s lx =eC, it follows that allx is a multiple of C. Now SjX is a cyclic
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2-group, so that a1 lx = C by Th. V. 17.12 of [4]. But then all irreducible
constituents of 1]lls remain irredu cible when restricted to X. By Th. V.
17.12 of [4], the irreducible const it uents of 1]l ls can be obtained from 0'1
by tensoring with linear characters of SIX, inflated to X. Therefore we
have the existence of 0'1, ••• , ae E Irr S, all of the same degree, such t hat
1]1 1s = Z-l at.
Analogously 1]2 Is = 2f-l at , where the degrees of 0'1, ... , ae, ai, .. . , a:
are all equal t o each other.
Next assume that, for instance, ai=a1' Then it would immediately
follow by what we have said above : 1JI \s +1]2!s =2eC, but 2eC~eC + ee ,
by assumption 8). Hence we have a( #aj, any i , j . Observe now, that
1]2 =1]~. That is, 1]2(t) =1]r(t) =1]1(ata-1) for all t ET. So 1]1(s) =a1(s) + ... +
+ae(s), s E S, and 1]2(S) = 1]~(s) = 1]1(asa-1). Now asar) E S. Therefore
1]1(asa-1) = a1(asa-1)-+ ... +ae(asa- I ) . Define a fortiori at(s) = ai(asa-1), so
that at E Irr S, and, as done above, it follows that at = ar~ at. Hence,
by well known character theory, there exists ([It E Irr K I with ([It=of1 =
= at K 1, a statement equivalent to ([Iils= at+at .
2) Clear from 3), since OITls =1]I ls +1]2Is = k -l (at+ at) = OIK1Is .
4) This has been proved under 2), by construction of all the a, and at.
The proof of the theorem is complete. II
§ 2. THE CASE r = 1 (mod 4)
We make the following
HYPOTHESIS A . Let the solvable group G satis fy the conditions 1), 2),
3), 4) and 5) of § 1. Moreover, let V be a faithful irreducible PqG-module
where P q is a fin ite field of q elements, char F q# 2, such that P q is a splitting
fi eld for G and all of its subgroups. Let also V be equipped with a non-
singular G-invariant symplectic form, with values in Fq •
We introduce the following notation: When X is a FqG-module then
den ote by X the KG-module X ® Pq K , where K is an algebraic closure
of Fq•
After these preliminaries we are able to prove the following theorem:
THI<JOREM 2.1. Let G be a group satisfying Hypothesis A . Then G is not
a minimal symplectic group for (Fq, V) with respect to the symplectic form
as defined in the Hvpothesis A.
PROOF. Suppose that G is a minimal sy mplect ic group for (Fq, V ). By
Berger 's paper [2] and by [6], V is a minimal modul e. Hence VIT= WI+W2 ,
where WI and W2 are the t wo homogeneous components of VIT, or
VIT=nW (the lat t er property means that VIT is isomorp hic to a direct
product of n copies of the irred ucible FqT-module W). Now the K G-
module V is irreducible as KG-module, as F q is a split t ing field for G
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and all of its subgroups. We have VIT = (V Q9Fq K)T '" VIT Q9Pq K '"
'" (WI -l- W2) Q9Fq K , or '" n(W Q9Fq K ). H owever nW is in fact an irre-
ducible KG-module as GjT is cyclic. See [11]. Thus n= 1 in the case that
VIT is homogeneous. This is not allowed as G is minimal symplectic.
Therefore, again by Willems' paper [11], WI and W2 are non-isomorphic
irreducible KT-modules. So WI and W2 are also non-isomorphic irre-
ducible FqT-modules. Noti ce now, that the group X contains a charac-
t erist ic cycli c subgroup A of odd prime order, by corollary 2.9 of [6].
J ust as we did it in [10], it is clear that WI[A + W2! A is not hom ogeneous.
By Berger 's const ruction in [2], it follows then, that WIlx is homogeneous
and that W21x is homogeneous but WI lx ~ W21x . As X <I G, we conclude
from Clifford's theorem that WIlx = eZ and W2Ix=eR, where Z and R
are irreducible non-i somorphic FqX-modules. Now look at WI ls. This
module is completely redu cible, as follows from the condit ion on the order
of G, namely that (IGI, q) = 1 for the minimal symplectic group G; see [6].
Thus we have a decomposition WI ls= 171 +- ... + l.'m into irreducible FqS-
modules 17i . Then
Wi ls '" 1:\ -l- ...+.Em and (EI + ... + Em)x '" EIlx + ... + Emlx '" eZ.
Now SjX is a cyclic 2-group , so t hat by [11], .EIlx '" ... '" Emlx '" Z.
Z is irreducible as KX -module, so that we have e=m. Analogously we
have
W2Ix=17ilx+ ... + .E:lx.
The indexing can be done such that 171 is G-conj uga ted to 17i, but not
isomorphic to each other. Aga in by Willems' t heorems, there exist irre-
du cible KKI-modules FI, ... , Fe such that Fils= t; + 17i and such that
f lKI '" F I + ... +Fe• Consider a direct decomposit ion Vilil = U I + ... +U«
int o irreducible FqKI-submodules o, of V. Then f lKI 0-:!. VI + .. . + u; By
Jordan-Holder, e= b and Vi:::: E, (say). The refore we see that, when
speaking about the field K, t he conditions 6), 7) and 8) of § 1 hold for
t he field K, as if we would deal with the complex case. In particular ,
e is an odd number. By assumption , G is a minimal symplecti c group
for (F q, V). It follows then fro m lemma 2.3 of [6], tha.t t he odd ness of
the nu mber e implies that at least one irreducible F qKI-submodule con-
tained in the rest riction of V to KI (i.e. VIKI ) is self-dual. It t herefore
admits a non-singular KI-invariant symplect ic form as can be concluded
from Lemma 5.10 of [7]. This, however, contradicts lemma 2.3 of [6],
as G is a minimal symplectic gro up. The proof of t he theorem is
complete . II
Next we come to the mai n result of t his paper . Namely, we prove
THEOBEM 2.2. Let G be a minimal non-Id-group, which is solvable.
Assume that the prime number r as mentioned in Theorem 1 of the I ntro-
duction is congruent to 1 modulo 4. Let B be a primitive IG jF (G)1 (2, r } -root
of unity in some extension field of Fr , where F(G) is the Fitting-subgroup
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of G. Then , i f [Fr(e): Pr] is even, GfF is cyclic of odd prime order. If
[Fr(e) : F rJ is odd , and i f also Fr(e) is a splitting fi eld for GfF(G) and all
of i ts subgroups, then GfF(G) does not contain extra-special normal p-sub-
groups for any odd prime p .
PROOF. By Price's theorem, F(G) = F as in theorem 1 of the Intro-
duction, and (IGfFI , WI) = 1. We know from [6] that GfF is cyclic of odd
prime order order if [Pr(e): Pr ] is even . So we assume the other case. As
argued in [9], FfZ(F) can be made into an GfF-invariant non-singular
symplectic irreducible Fr( GfF)-module V, such that GfF is minimal
symplectic for (Fr, V ). Write Fq =Pr(e). Then by lemma 2.6 of [6], GfF
is also minimal symplect ic for (Fq , V*), with V* some irreducible Fq(GfF)-
submodule of V 0 FrF q. By assumption, Pq is a splitting field for GfF
and all of it s subgroups. Therefore, it is easy to see that, if GfF is not
cyclic of odd prime order, 0 2(GfF) is included in (GfF)'. See [2], [1] and
[6]. Now assume that hypothesis A of § 2 holds for the group GfF with
respect to the field F q . Then , by the previous theorem, GfF would not
be minimal symplectic for (Fq , V*). Therefore hypothesis A does not hold .
Since we may assum e that 0 2(GjF) =1= {I}, we therefore have:
Either a ) GfF f(GfF), is a non-cyclic 2-group, or b) 0dX) = {I} (X being
determined as in condit ion 2) of § 1).
If the latter case b) would hold , then X would be a 2-group by corollary
2.9 of [6]. Hence the Sylow p -subgroups of Gflt" p odd prime, are (ele-
mentary) abelian, and the theorem has been proved in t ha t case .
So let the form er case a) apply . Hence G/Ff(G/F), is a non-cyclic 2-
group. There exist s a quotient group of G/F , whence of G, such that it
is isomorphic to O2 X O2• Then it follows that Berger 's hypothesis (8.1)
of [2] holds for GfF , as can be concluded from lemma 2.3 of [6] and
lemma 7.9 of [2]. We give the formulation of Berger 's hypothesis (8.1)
in a note at the end of this paper . We have : Fq =HomFq(GIF)(V* , V* ).
It follows from hypothesis (8.1) and theorem (8.7) of [2] that -1 is not
a square in F q. H owever, r = 1 (mod 4) so that q ~ 1 (mod 4) . Let 0
be a primitive (q - 1)tb_root of unity in F q• Then O(q - l) /4 is an element
whose square equals - 1, if q =1= 5. If q= 5, take 02 = - 1. Therefore the
case a ) yields a contradiction.
Tho proof of the theorem is complete.
COROLLARY 2.3. L et G be a solvable minimal non-.M-group such the
field Fr( e) of Theorem 2.2 is a splitting field for GfF(G) and all of the sub-
groups of GfF(G). 'I'hen. GfF (G) i s cyclic of odd prime order, or quaternion
of order 8, or isomorp hic to the group genera-ted by the elements x and u such.
that x4 = I = u P , xux-1=u-1, p som e odd p rime.
PROOF. This follows immediately from Theorem 2.2 together wit h
Theorem 2 of [9].
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§ 3. THE CASE r= 2
Suppose that G is a solvable minimal non -M-group with F an extra
special normal 2-subgroup, as the notation in the introduction indicates.
Then iFl = 22m+1 for some natural number m . Let e be a primitive IGI2'-
root of unity in some extension field of F2. With the help of these defi-
nitions we can formulate the following theorem:
THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a solvable minimal non-M-group. Assume that
iFl=22m+1 . II [F2(e):F2] is even, then G/F(G) is cyclic 01 odd prime order.
II [112(e): F2] is odd, then G/F(G) is not cyclic 01 odd prime order and the
number m is odd.
PROOF. If [112(e) :F2] is even, then the statement follows from the
proof of lemma 2.6 of [6]. Hence let [F2(e): F2] be an odd number. Consider
F/Z(F) as a 2m-dimensional symplectic irreducible F 2(G/F(G))-modul V.
Then G/li'(G) is not cyclic of odd prime order as [F2(e): F2] = I (mod 2);
see theorem II, 9.23 of [4]. Consider V 0 F2 F 2(e). It decomposes as a
F 2(e)(G/F(G))-module into a direct sum of t pairwise non-equivalent irre-
ducible F2(e)(G/F(G))-modules, where t divides [F2(e):F2]. See theorem
9.23 of [5]. Hence t;s an odd number. These modules are galois conjugated
to each other. Thus let the decomposition be
V 0 F2 F 2(e) = WI +... +Wt.
By means of lemma 2.3 of [6] and lemma 5.10 of [7], at least one of them,
WI for instance, is a minimal symplectic module for G/F(G). Therefore
it is also a minimal module in the sense of Berger [2]. Abbreviate
G1 = GjF(G). Consider W1102 / (G1) . If this module is a homogeneous
F 2(e)(0z-{G1))-module, then it would follow that it would be irreducible,
as we know from the theorems of Hall-Higman and Green applied on
the cyclic 2-group G1/Oz-{G1) . This contradicts the fact that WI is a sym-
plectic minimal module for G1 . Therefore, by Berger, we have
W1 [02/(G1) = U1 +U2 ,
where U1 and U2 are the homogeneous components of W1 [0 2,(Gl ) ' Let T
be the inertia subgroup of G for U1• Then IGI /T l = 2 and U1 is an irre-
ducible 112(e) T-module. Since T/02'{G1 ) is cyclic, it follows again by
Green's theorem that U1 is an irreducibleP2(e)02'{G1)-module. By corollary
2.9 of [6] there exists a normal subgroup A of G1 of odd prime order,
whence A is cyclic and also A <J 02'{GI). Then U11A cannot be non-
homogeneous. Indeed, in the contrary case we fmd a contradiction to the
fact that, following Berger, W11A admits two homogeneous components
at most. Hence U1 [A is homogeneous and it is the sum of I isomorphic
copies of the irreducible :182(8) A-module S and the number I divides
[02'{G1)/.1 I. The very last fact follows from theorem V. 17.]0 of [4].
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Hence I is an odd number.
Th erefore we have :
dimF2(elWI = 2 dimF2(el UI = 2/ (dimp2(elS)= 2/·
Hence 2m=dimF2(e)(V 0F2F2(e)) =2It, so that m. is the product of the
t wo odd numbers I and t.
§ 4. STATEMENT OF HYPO']'HESIS (8.1) OF [2]
In this section we quote t he hypothesis (8.1) of [2] in full , as promised
in the proof of theorem 2.2.
HYPOTHESIS (8.1) OF [2]. Assume that K is a fi eld ; G is a group ; V is
an irreducible K (G)-module; and g : V x V ~ K is a non-singular classical
bilinear [orm. on V fixed by G. Suppose that Sand T are distinc t subgroups
01 G 01 index 2 such that Vls = VI+V2 and V!T= U1 +U2 where Vt and o;
i , j = 1, 2, are homogeneous totally isotrop ic components 01 V. JI H = S n T
then Vi and o; i, j = 1, 2, are irreducible isomorphic K(H)-modules such
that Vt n U; = (O ) 101' i , j = 1, 2.
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